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Banner and
TopNet failure
causes delays
By MICHAEL McKAY
news@wkuherald.com

COOPER BURTON/HERALD

In an Old Testament class on South Campus, Terri Wood takes notes for her son, Bowling Green freshman Nicholas Chambers. Chambers,
who has spastic cerebral palsy, has note-takers provided by Student Disability Services with him in most of his classes, but his mom helps
him in classes where note-takers aren’t available.

Love Notes

SEE TOPNET, PAGE 3

Mother takes notes for son with cerebral palsy
By TESSA DUVALL
diversionss@wkuherald.com

It’s just what she has to do.
That’s the best way Terri Woody can describe
why she sits through hours of classes she doesn’t get
credit for.
It’s just what she — a mother — has to do.
Woody’s son, 19-year-old Nicholas Chambers,
was diagnosed with spastic cerebral palsy shortly after birth. Although the condition doesn’t affect his
cognitive abilities, it does cause muscle tightness
that limits his motor function. A wheelchair helps
Chambers with mobility, and vocal recognition software allows him to write papers and surf the Web
without typing.
“If I was to write my name, you wouldn’t be able
to see what it said. When I have to sign stuff, I just do
Nic or NPC,” Chambers said.
After graduating from Warren Central High
School in Bowling Green in June 2011, Chambers
knew he wanted to attend college. Because of his
physical limitations, WKU — just a few miles from
his home — was the best choice.
Although WKU’s Student Disability Services offers a stipend for peer note takers, no one from Chambers’ classes volunteered during the fall semester. This
left one option — Woody would take notes for her son.
“How are you going to get notes for the class if
there’s nobody to take notes? So I just went and took
notes,” Woody said. “I felt that it was important for

U

Nicholas to have good notes, even though I have horrible handwriting.”
Last fall, Woody’s days began at 5:30 a.m., getting
Chambers, along with her 8-year-old daughter, Isabella, and herself ready for the day. From 8 a.m. to 1:30
p.m., Chambers and Woody were in class. Then, after taking Chambers home, Woody was at work from
2-10 p.m. before preparing to do it again the next day.
“As a mother, that’s just what I — and I hate to
say it that way — ’cause it makes me sound like I’m
making myself look good, but it’s not. That’s what
you had to do, to get Nicholas through the first semester. The second semester rolled around, and I
don’t have to do quite as much.”
This semester, Chambers has a note-taker in four
of his five classes, leaving Woody to attend only one
class. Looking back, Woody said it was “exhausting”
going to school while working a full-time job and
running a household.
But she never second-guessed her decision.
“No, no. Never, not even for a minute,” she said.
“There was days that I got up complaining just like
Nicholas that I didn’t want to have to get up and go
and sit through these classes that I don’t get credit
for, but I did and it paid off. Helping him with the
math was unquestionably a good move.”
Because Chambers’ CP prevents him from writing, Woody helped Chambers solve his math problems.

WKU to host
statewide
symposium
By SHELBY ROGERS
news@wkuherald.com

WKU is hosting a statewide study
abroad symposium for students and faculty
who have been abroad and for those interested in someday going abroad.
The event will take place Saturday at the
Carroll Knicely Conference Center. A total
of 55 presenters, both students and faculty,
from 11 universities will share their experiences from studying abroad. Events begin
at 9 a.m. with registration and a reception.
Presentations begin at 11 a.m. and end at
6 p.m.
Adjunct instructor of geography Erin
Greunke is coordinating the event, which is
cosponsored by the International Education
Council. She said the idea for the symposium developed while working on her master’s thesis in 2010.
“I wanted something that explored what
goes on past getting to go somewhere,”
Greunke said.
SEE SYMPOSIUM, PAGE 3

SEE NOTES, PAGE 2
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is for Umpire
Varsity umpire pursues dream in medical field

By MONICA SPEES
diversions@wkuherald.com

Bowling Green senior Grant Burkeen
loves baseball.
“I get paid to get yelled at, but I also get
paid to watch baseball,” Burkeen said.
Burkeen has been an umpire since he was
12 years old. When Little League ended, his
dad encouraged him to take a job as an umpire.
“It’s kind of funny,” Burkeen said. “I was
afraid of the ball, so I quit (Little League).
Now I’m back there every pitch. I’ve got all
that gear on, so I feel safe.”
But there’s more to Burkeen than just being an umpire. He’s a chemistry and biology
major and will be attending medical school at
the University of Kentucky.
“It’s weird being an umpire and being premed,” Burkeen said.
Burkeen said his desire to become a doctor
began in the eighth grade with his grandfather’s death. He said it was then that he realized how important doctors are and how they

FRI. 83˚/ 58˚

The Banner and TopNet programs —
which are responsible for accessing data for
students, faculty, and staff — were unavailable from Sunday until late Monday.
Bob Owen, vice president for Informational Technology, was at a conference for
Banner in Las Vegas when he heard the programs were down.
The IBM V7000 data storage unit, which
stores all of the information on Banner and
TopNet, failed, Owen said.
The data storage unit has two controllers
that information on the unit can be pulled
up for use. Owen said the odd of both controllers failing at the same time is .000001
percent.
“I mean, it’s so low to be nonexistent,”
Owen said.
Owen said three WKU system administrators and one IBM system administrator
worked through the night and into the day
repairing the system.
“It was all hands on deck,” he said.
He said he was very proud of how quick
administrators responded — within 30 minutes of being alerted of the problem.

impact people’s lives.
When Burkeen was 19, he attended the
Professional Education Preparation Program
(PEPP) that allowed people going into the
medical field to shadow doctors and prepare
for the profession. Watching a Caesarean
section (or C-section) during that program
strengthened his desire to be a doctor, Burkeen said.
“Seeing how these doctors perform miracles every day led me to want to be a doctor, to do those things, to perform miracles,”
Burkeen said.
Owensboro senior Skyler Shown, also an
umpire, said Burkeen is a “really calm and
collected guy,” a “good guy to talk to” and
“easy to work with.” He also praised Burkeen
for his academics.
“Grant’s a genius,” Shown said.
Shown said he attributed Burkeen’s brains
to more than just success in school.

SAT. 78˚/ 53˚

CONTACT: NEWS 270.745.6011

Each Friday, the Herald brings you a story
inspired by a letter of the alphabet.
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SEE UMPIRE, PAGE 3
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Bowling Green senior Grant Burkeen has been an umpire since he was 12 years old.
His father taught him and his younger sister to be umpires. “I think it’s awesome that
I have a job I can go to and love,” Burkeen said.
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CONTINUED FROM FRONT

“I’ve never been good at math, ever,
and I’ve been out of school for 30 years.
When we took this math class, I’m glad I
sat through the class with him. I learned
at the same time he did. When you can’t
write, you have to do it all by memory,”
Woody said.
“You write it out 100 times, and eventually you get it. Well, Nicholas can’t do
that. I bought a dry erase board and sat it
up on the counter, and when we would do
homework, we would write it all out. That
was the plus to taking the class. And everybody asks me why I’m not taking the
classes for credit, you know … I never
thought I was going to have to take every
class with him.”
After surviving Math 109 with a B, the
challenge for Chambers is now developing a sense of independence.
Throughout high school, Chambers
had a personal aide in every class to assist
with his assignments and tests.
Kimberly Branscum, a former special education instructional assistant at
WCHS, worked with Chambers on a daily
basis during his senior year.
Although some of Chambers’ past
aides were overbearing, Branscum said
Chambers made it clear that he wanted to
make strides on his own.
“He constantly told me, ‘I don’t want

CRIME REPORTS
Reports

■ Freshman Timothy Mayberry,
Keen Hall, was served with a summons for criminal littering on March
29.
■ Graduate student Phani Akella,
Hyderabad, India, reported on March
28 that his headphones were stolen
from the South Campus computer
lab. The value of the theft is $15.
■ Freshman Hannah Craig, PearceFord Tower, reported on March 27
that her wallet was stolen out of her
drawer in her dorm room. The value
of the theft is $111.

Arrests

■ Freshman Dylan Sartain, Greenbrier, Tenn., was arrested on March 28
and charged with indecent exposure
and alcohol intoxication in a public
place.
■ Junior Christopher A. Heatherly,
McClean Hall, was arrested on March
28 and charged with alcohol intoxication in a public place.
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you to do everything for me.’ He knew
once he got to Western, things were going
to be different for him,” she said.
Branscum said she doesn’t see Chambers’ physical limitations holding him
back from his goal of graduating.
“He’s not going to let that interfere
with his college education,” she said.
“I think everyone who does know him
would agree that he is probably the most
optimistic kid, especially given his circumstances.”
Chambers said he knew college wasn’t
going to be easy.
“This time it was going to be all me —
tests, projects, essays,” he said.
Thomas Reece, an adjunct instructor
of psychology and Chambers’ instructor
last semester, said Chambers’ situation
was unique, and he wondered if Woody
would act as a 31st student in the class by
participating.
“She doesn’t look like someone on my
list,” Reece said he remembered thinking.
“I was a bit surprised. But it wasn’t too
much of a big deal.”
As the semester progressed, Reece said
he found Chambers to be an involved, inquisitive student.
“He was the one who is most eager to
ask questions, even before class began
and say that he’d heard about something
on the news and wanted to get my take
on the psychological part on that,” Reece
said. “Having him in the class made the
class more enjoyable.”

Woody, on the other hand, kept a low
profile.
“I really admired her dedication,” he
said. “I can really understand that in his
situation, it can really be difficult without someone there to help him out to take
notes.”
While Chambers’ professors understood his situation, some classmates don’t
know how to react.
“Most people are not open. They’ll
see you, and they’ll just go the other way.
They won’t even talk to you — they’ll
go the other way,” Chambers said. “And
mom says it’s the way, because I talk to
people all nervous, because I’m not used
to talking to people, or in front of people,
because not a lot of people approach me.
But I know I can approach people too.”
Although Chambers describes himself
as shy, he said he is learning how to approach others.
“Still asking people for things is still
really hard for me,” he said. “I don’t like
to be open with people, but if I have to
say something, like if I really need to get
out of the door, I’ll say, ‘Can you open the
door for me?’ or ‘Can you get me this?’”
Now at the midway point of the semester, Chambers said his perfectionist personality often leads to procrastination out
of fear of disappointing his professors.
“My biggest fear is also not doing it to
the expectation of the professor,” he said.
“Like, not putting a period here, not putting a comma there, not doing it exactly

right. Like, even if I know the subject,
and I know it very well, I always have
this pet peeve that I’m going to do it the
wrong way and that I’m going to get a
bad grade.”
As for what future semesters or careers
hold, neither Chambers nor Woody have
the answer just yet.
“I haven’t thought that far ahead," he
said. "I know people say, ‘Decide what
you want to do,’ but I’m still battling with
it, and it’s been what, 19 years?”
Chambers has yet to declare a major,
but he said he likes the idea of being involved in law enforcement of some kind
after college.
“We haven’t figured out what you can
do in that area and be in a wheelchair,”
Woody said.
Branscum said she admires all Woody
does for Chambers and the rest of her
family.
“I love Terri, and I think she does a
wonderful job with Nicholas,” Branscum
said. “I only hope that I can be as helping
and as loving as she’s been for those kids.
She knows how important it is for him,
and she’s going to do anything she can to
help him.”
Chambers agrees.
“I was talking to my friend last night,
and she said, ‘There are some mothers
who don’t care, who just say, ‘OK, go to
school. I’ll pay for your school. I don’t
care if you fail,’” he said.
“But my mom does.”

Cleaning Horse

Rebecca Scott, right,
of Tuscumbia, Ala.,
bathes one of her
horses with the help
of Diana O’Connor,
of Spruce Pine, Ala.,
before the start of a
horse sale held at the
L.D. Brown Ag Expo
Center Saturday.
Scott and her family
brought three horses
to the sale.
ELIZABETH FRANTZ/HERALD
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WKU education comes full circle for grad assistant
By MONICA SPEES
diversions@wkuherald.com

Graduate teaching assistant Katharine Pettit sat through her first classes at
WKU in a basket. But that didn’t bother
her. She usually slept through the lectures. While professors tend to frown on
such behavior, they didn’t seem to mind.
This was probably because Pettit began
her college career when she was 6 days
old.
Pettit, the sixth of seven children, accompanied her mother, Luanne Glynn, to
her summer classes in 1985. Glynn was
going for a master’s in folklore at the
time.
“That’s what she was going to school
for when I was born, and she was hauling
me around,” Pettit said.
Glynn said she was used to the experience
of being pregnant by the time Pettit came.
“Every time I wanted to pursue my
education again, I ended up pregnant,”
Glynn said. “I knew when I got pregnant
that I could keep going.”
When it came time for Pettit to arrive,
it was just before the summer session began. Glynn said she had had some “not
such fun experiences in hospitals,” and
had requested a midwife present for her
fifth child. For Pettit, she still had the

midwife, but she gave birth at home.
Glynn didn’t miss any school after
having Pettit. She said she felt she had to
bring Pettit to class since she lived about
an hour from campus and there was no
one at home to keep Pettit while she was
in class. She said she was pleasantly surprised that she was allowed to bring her
baby to the lecture.
“Western hasn’t always done things
the cookie-cutter way, and that’s why I
like it there,” Glynn said.
Pettit, who was a sociology and anthropology major as an undergraduate
from 2003 to 2007, was the third child to
graduate from WKU.
“It wasn’t like I was expected or required to go here,” Pettit said. “It was
more of a tradition.”
Although Pettit received a scholarship
from WKU, she said the beautiful campus
and the unusual creatures on campus won
her over to attending.
“The deciding factor was the white
squirrels,” she said as she sat at her desk
with a stuffed white squirrel atop it.
After getting her bachelor’s degree,
Pettit went to Indiana University, where
she got a master’s in library science.
Doubting her chances for a job in that
field, Pettit decided to return to WKU to
pursue a master’s in sociology.

SYMPOSIUM
CONTINUED FROM FRONT

During the symposium, students will
share their perspectives on studying abroad,
highlighting the academic rigors of international education, Greunke said.
Faculty will focus on how to advise and
prepare students for studying abroad, as well
as preparing other faculty to lead groups, she
said.
Greunke said the numbers of participants
and the number of presenting universities
have grown since last year. Currently, schools
from Tennessee and Indiana are scheduled to

TOPNET

CONTINUED FROM FRONT

Owen said no data was lost
during the repair, and the system doesn’t need to be upgraded
because the cause of the failure
is so rare.
Students and faculty had to
deal with limited access while
waiting for the system to come
back up.
Jo-Anne Ryan, assistant director for the School of Journalism and Broadcasting, said she

CONTINUED FROM FRONT

“He’s a smart individual. I
guess that’s why he’s good at what
he does in anything,” Shown said.
But Burkeen said right now he
has to focus on different aspects
of his character on the field compared to in his studies.
“On the field, it’s more about
being professional and being
right,” he said. “When I’m studying, it’s about preparing myself.”
However, Burkeen said he
thinks being an umpire has improved his communication skills
and helped him mature, traits
he said he believes will come in
handy later.
“Everybody wants a doctor that
can thrive under pressure, be professional and communicate,” Burkeen
said. “And those are obvious in both

“I don’t know where she’s going to go
with (her education) or how far she’s going to go with it,” Glynn said. “But I’m
behind her 100 percent wherever she
goes.”
Pettit’s older brother, Daniel Glynn,
who works as a technical/hardware specialist at WKU, said he’s proud of his sister for all she’s done.

present, she said. Greunke expects it to grow
in involvement in upcoming years.
According to the Study Abroad and Global Learning website, presenting at the symposium “was open to students at any post-secondary institutions in Kentucky who studied
abroad during a term beginning from the Fall
of 2009 through Summer 2011.”
IEC chairman Dan Myers is one of the
faculty presenters and is helping organize the
event.
“Hopefully, there’ll be sparking of interests from both students and faculty to hop on
a plane and go somewhere,” Myers said.
Myers said he and two other faculty
members, Paula Potter and Michelle Tra-

still advised students for class
registration even with limited
access to TopNet and Banner.
“We still met, and we did a
list of courses tentatively without knowing what times they
are going to be at,” Ryan said.
Ryan held up a schedule of
a student she advised Monday.
The form lists the student’s
name and course names only.
“You notice how blank her
schedule is because we didn’t
have times or CRN numbers,”
she said.
The bigger issue was that

UMPIRE
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Katie Glynn (now-Pettit) is comforted by her mother, Luanne Glynn, while accompanying her
mother to class in 1985.

“She just always strives to keep learning more and improving herself,” he said.
Pettit said she’s glad to be back at
WKU because she feels more at home.
She said she never felt like she belonged
at IU.
“Looking back on it now, I can’t imagine going anywhere else,” Pettit said. “I
was supposed to be here.”

wick, will try to address the misconceptions
faculty can have about sponsoring a study
abroad trip.
“The presentation identifies some of the
things that can reduce anxiety faculty might
have,” Myers said. “We’re trying to paint a
realistic view of how it really is leading a
study abroad group.”
Greunke encouraged students to attend,
even if they don’t know where they’d like to
study abroad.
“It’s a good opportunity for students to
see what fellow students have done,” she
said. “It’ll also provide insight for visitors if
they are interested in studying abroad somewhere.”

she wasn’t able to access transcripts, change advisor codes
or major codes for students,
Ryan said.
She also said hiring for a
position in the school was delayed for a day because she
couldn’t access the necessary
paperwork.
“Banner is the backend of
TopNet and a lot the employment process — everything that
you need to access is through
Banner,” she said.
“Our office coordinator
couldn’t do anything. She

couldn’t pay bills, invoices
couldn’t be processed, purchase orders couldn’t be processed, all kinds of things,” she
said.
The front desk of Housing
and Residence Life also dealt
with limited access to Banner
and TopNet.
HRL uses the programs for
room assignments, housing
deposits, checking room availability and accessing financial
data and records.
Jetta Krantz, housing associate for female assignments,

We're trying to
paint a realistic
view of how it
really is leading
a study abroad
group."
—DAN MYERS
IEC Chairman

said her office told students
calling HRL that they couldn’t
assist them until the system
was back up.
“They called — we couldn’t
help them because we couldn’t
see,” Krantz said.
Kim Rickman, housing associate for male assignments,
said most people understood
they couldn’t help because the
system was down.
“It would’ve been worse
if this was at the beginning of
the renewal process,” Rickman
said.

“I challenge myself, so my reumpiring and being a doctor.”
Phil Burkeen, Grant’s father wards are worth it,” Burkeen said.
Although Burand boss, said he
keen said he loves
thinks his son is an
umpiring because
“excellent umpire,”
of the pressure and
but he’s also proud of
the opportunity to
Burkeen’s success in
He’s very selfbe professional, he
education.
said he doesn’t see
“First of all, he’s motivated,
how he will be able
very intelligent, he’s
to continue umpirgoing to work at it, and that’s a
ing after college.
and he’s going do trait that’s
“It’s sad I’m
whatever is necesgoing to have to
sary to succeed,” said going to help
give up umpiring
Phil, the fourth region
when I go to med
baseball umpire su- him in medical
school because of
pervisor. “He’s very
school."
time constraints,”
self-motivated, and
Burkeen said. “Bethat’s a trait that’s
going to help him in
—PHIL BURTON cause if I could,
medical school.”
Grant's father and boss I would continue
umpiring because
Burkeen said he’s
it’s been fun.
a
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“I guess you could say I’m giving
perfectionist and is hard on himup one dream to pursue another.”
self when it comes to school.
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Famous Recipe Chicken

Buffet
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Friday $7.99 Chicken & Fish
2440 Nashville Rd.
Bowling Green, KY
42104
(270) 904-3752

145 River Place Ave.
Bowling Green, KY
42101
(270) 904-3908

Over Forty-five years
of famous chicken
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Sometimes your peers can be your best help
When it comes to schoolwork, I prefer to work alone.
I’ve never been a fan of
study groups or group projects,
or anything that requires me to
work with another person with
my grade on the line.
There’s a number of reasons
for this. The first being my ego,
one that I don’t consider to be
big but is large enough for me to
think there is nothing a peer can
help me with that I can’t already
do myself. The second being I get
distracted easily, and I know putting me with another person will
lead to a lot of conversation not
related to what we were supposed
to be studying in the first place.
Although I think study
groups work for a lot of people
and can be a great asset, I never
considered myself to be the person who needed another person to help me achieve when it
comes to school work.
That was until last semester.
I took a required course
called Elementary Logic. When
I signed up for it, it seemed
simple and intriguing enough.
I would become better at constructing and winning arguments, I would reason better,
and all this would help me write

better.
It wasn’t until after I got into
the class I started to hear the rumors about how hard it was or
how people regularly drop
the class
because of
the difficulty.
Despite
this, I ignored the
JOANNA WILLIAMS
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the class
would be
a challenge, but I would ultimately hit my stride, make an
A and move on. But it was the
opposite of that.
Someone called it “Hell on
Earth,” and I find that idiom
dripping with the right amount
of dramatic negativity to aptly
describe it.
Simply put, the class was
hard.
I didn’t know what my professor was talking about or what
the material meant, no matter
how many times he tried to explain it to me after class.

I couldn’t drop the class because I was taking 14 hours, and
dropping would put me under
the the full-time student hours,
opening a whole other can of
worms. I was stuck with it.
Halfway through the semester, I thought I was going to actually fail the class. I don’t mean
I would make a C and consider
that failing. No, I mean legitimately fail the class, have to repeat it and go through that agony
again. At the time, a C was the
stuff my dreams were made of.
One night, I sat down to begin working on the homework
for that week, and I had no
idea what the book was talking
about. I kept turning it over to
make sure I didn’t mistakenly
pick up a book in Farsi instead
— because what I was reading
wasn’t English.
It was then that it hit me I
wasn’t going to get through
this class just by myself. So, I
opened up the Blackboard class
list and sent an email to everyone enrolled that I was having
trouble with the material and
asked if anyone wanted to form
a study group where we did
homework together.
To my surprise, nearly a third

of the class responded within
minutes. We figured out a time
that worked best for everyone
and decided to meet up.
For the rest of the semester
we met multiple times a week
in the library for hours at a time
and struggled over homework.
Granted, we all didn’t know
the material any better, but it
was something about struggling
together that made the experience more enjoyable. We would
take deep sighs and talk about
how much we hated the class,
how stupid it was and how we
would burn our books when it
was all said and done.
I ended up passing my Logic
class and can’t say that it was
because of the people in my
study group, but in the middle
of our frustrations, we became
really good friends.
My advice to taking a class
that turns out to be painstakingly difficult: try to form a
study group. Chances are the
other students are struggling
just as much as you are. Study
groups may not lead you to all
the answers, but multiple minds
are better than one, and sometimes that’s what it takes to get
through a course.

EDITORIAL CARTOON
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TOPS to two Kentucky
teams being in the
Final Four.

BOTTOMS to WKU not
being one of them.

TOPS to Easter candy
being sold.

BOTTOMS to Peeps.

TOPS to the St. Baldrick's event being a
success.

BOTTOMS to Fight
Night being postponed.

have an
opinion?
Write a letter to the
editor (250 words or
less) or a commentary (500 words and a
photo).
E-mail them to
opinion@wkuherald.com.

COMMENTARY

Ross Bjork did what was best for him
“Ross Bjork has not been loyal to us!”
“He used us as a stepping stone!” “He
cares more about being paid than our university!”
You might have found yourself uttering these words in frustration after hearing of the departure of our Athletic Director Ross Bjork to Ole Miss. You might
have heard yourself spewing some similar hatred when you got dumped by your
girlfriend in middle school. But when you
take in some air and breathe, you might
find a moment of clarity that allows you
to see past your acidity and come to the
conclusion that Bjork made the right decision for him and his family.
We can charge the man for leaving
to take a bigger pay check. If for some
oddball reason this is the only reason he
left us, then I still applaud him. Keep in
mind that Bjork has a wife and two young
sons to provide for and that we live in a

country that allows
for competitive pay
and for greatness to
be rewarded. But if
we are saying that
loyalty to a program
is more important
than money, then
we shouldn’t have
to sign our football
coach, who played
WILLIAM HOLLOWELL
four years at WKU,
25, Bowling Green
to a 111 percent pay
increase to help persuade him to stay. And
yes, in a perfect world, coaches at WKU
wouldn’t even need money to coach here
at all. They would love WKU so much
that they should pay money to coach here.
There would also be cupcake fairies, no
cancer, and the sky would rain Oreos in
this delusional world.
We can charge the man for portray-

ing a lack of loyalty by taking this
new job. “We still have this man under
contract for two more years, he should
honor this!” But what about the coaches
we fired? We didn’t even give them a
chance to honor their contracts. Remember the heads we called for? Remember
the chants of “Fire Elson!” when we
were playing Division I football while
still having players from our Division
I-AA years? What about the fact that
we wouldn’t give a dollar (literally) to
watch our basketball team when Ken
McDonald was at the helm back in January? The exact same basketball team
that we would later fight each other over
a chance to pay $60 to see them live.
Bjork didn’t honor his contract because
we didn’t let anyone else honor theirs.
And while the fired coaches gained the
remaining money owed to them over the
course of their contracts, Bjork actually

had to pay money to get out of his.
If you are an advocate for my relationship analogy, then we are the ones being
dumped in this scenario, which leaves us
with an opportunity to react in two separate ways. We can do the easy thing and
put blame on the one who dumped us and
broke our hearts. Or, we can do the mature thing, which is to reflect on the gains
and losses of the relationship, and in this
case, the gains far outweigh the losses.
He had met all our narrow-minded
expectations and more, and for that,
he deserves the reward of moving up. I
want to wish him the best and look back
at his years at WKU with great pride.
Those who remain bitter, or recently got
dumped, should seek German poet Friedrich Nietzsche for comfort that you will
feel better as time goes on, for he said,
“Growth in wisdom may be exactly measured by decrease in bitterness.”
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What percentage of WKU students take a winter
or summer term class to graduate in 4 years?

@kyleparks77:
@wkuherald 80 percent of
wku students take at least 1
winter or summer course

@WKUHonors: We are pleased to
announce that 4 #WKU scholars were
honored by the Barry M. Goldwater
scholarship program. Go, undergraduate research! -sent 3/28
@amber_dresch: I wish WKU
didn't make you live on campus for 2
years. I can't wait to not have to share
a bathroom with nasty girls. -sent 3/28

ACROSS
1 Alternative to suspenders
5 Madrid's nation
10 Ticket end
14 Declare openly
15 Follower of Gandhi's faith
16 Take on employees
17 Renovate
18 Concluded
19 Actress Moran
20 Frocks and gowns
22 Seemingly eternal
24 Belonging to us
25 Shoe sole ridge
26 Motif
29 Argon or xenon
30 Bursting at the __; very full
34 Donut's center
35 __ the honors; acted as host
36 Antenna
37 Give it __; attempt
38 Child's Ann or Andy
40 Pass away
41 Took a siesta
43 In poor health
44 Give to a borrower
45 Leg joints
46 __ as a beet
47 Disneyland attractions
48 Taunts
50 Wheel's center
51 Book of facts
54 Purplish red
58 Asian nation
59 Dueling sword
61 Housetop
62 Beige shade
63 Foolish
64 "__ Karenina"
65 Gels
66 Play a guitar
67 Malicious look
DOWN
1 Poet of old
2 __-present; always with us
3 Mother __; rich ore deposit
4 Couple
5 Like a see-through fabric
6 Brooches
7 TV's "Two __ a Half Men"
8 High principles
9 Prod gently
10 Refuge
11 Grow weary
12 Author Leon __

Call (270
(270)745-2653 to sponsor a puzzlee today!

THE Daily Commuter Puzzle

13
21
23
25
26
27
28
29
31
32

Stein & Stiller
Take to court
Artist's stand
Golfers' aides
Express gratitude to
Wrestler Hulk
Shun ceremony
Musician's stint
Assisted
"The Pine Tree State"

33
35
36
38
39
42
44
46
47
49

by Jacqueline E. Mathews

Toboggans
Family member
__ thumbs; clumsy
Pine secretion
Elderly
Winged horse of myth
Left-winger
Take back, as one's words
Carpet
Foundation

50
51
52
53
54
55
56
57
60

Sultan's wives
Pub orders
Frilly trimming
Comedian Sahl
Restaurant list
Zero
Sound quality
In the distance
Saloon

@therealbennyc: Big week with
UK-Louisville. Everyone's true colors
coming out, but will the REAL WKU
fans please stand up? haha -sent 3/28
@topperfan18: Very interesting
coaching news with WKU basketball.
Couple of those things surprise me.
Trust Harper though so I'm not worried. -sent 3/28
@HilltopperSID:
Ayers
did
#WKU's "six-man" game against Louisiana-Lafayette on Jan. 5. RT @GoodmanCBS: Final Four officials: Adams,
Ayers, DeRosa, Eades... -sent 3/27
@DrCarter17: Who do I want to
win UK or UofL? That's like asking do
I want my hand or foot cut off... #Wku
-sent 3/26

Do you have campus events you would
like to be included in the
'TAKE A BREAK' calendar?
Be sure to let us know!

CLASSIFIEDS
advertising@wkuherald.com
Classifieds Manager: Alex Weires

HELP WANTED
Indian Hills Country Club
now hiring servers and
bartenders.
Experience preferred.
Apply in person. 270-842-0041
Now interviewing and hiring
servers, bartenders, and kitchen
help. Apply in person.
Wild Hawgs Smokehouse
160 River Place Avenue near
intersection of Louisville Road
and Porter Pike.
15 acre farm work on weekends.
Gardening and fencing 9-5.
Call 270-781-9006
Part-time employment for WKU
students: cleaning Hot Rods
ballpark after home games. See
listing at www.wku.edu, then
under Admissions, Financial
Aid, then Student Employment,
Current Vacancies.
270-843-6611

Southland Pool is seeking hard
working, enthusiastic lifeguards
for the 2012 season. We are
a family swim club looking
for guards who are friendly,
courteous and looking for a
great summer job. For more
information about applying
for a lifeguard or head guard
position, please e-mail
grant.heckman@gmail.com
SUMMER INTERNSHIP
IN NASHVILLE.
MAKE $8,450 THIS
SUMMER! Don’t waste
another summer. Invest in
a summer of outstanding
sales and leadership
training. Find out why
students with FasTrac
experience are getting

Retail Pool Company
Now hiring for full time and
part time retail clerk and
outside service positions.
Chemistry/Biology experience
helpful but not required.
Fun atmosphere plus bonus
package. Great summer job.
Apply in person from 10-6
at Aqualand 1260 Campbell
Lane Bowling Green

great jobs after graduation.
Call Kyle at 615-403-7445

Have Something
For Sale or
For Rent?

Call 270-745-2653

Note to Readers: The College Heights Herald screens ads for misleading or false claims but cannot guarantee any ad or claim. Please use caution when answering ads, especially when asked to
send money or provide credit card information. The College Heights Herald is not responsible
for the content or validity of these paid classified ads.

Email your events to editor@wkuherald.com

Kentucky Nanotechnology Symposium,
Knicely Conference Center, WKU
South Campus, 8 a.m.
History Contest, Downing University Center and Diddle Arena auxiliary gyms, 8 a.m.
Kentucky Educational Leadership Doctoral Symposium, Knicely Conference
Center, WKU South Campus, 8:30 a.m.
Baseball vs. UALR, Nick Denes Field, 6 p.m.
Public Achievement Conference, Faculty House, 7 p.m.
Concert: RedShirts and TrebleMakers,
First Christian Church, Admission is
$2, 7:30 p.m.
Kentucky Nanotechnology Symposium,
Knicely Conference Center, WKU
South Campus, 8 a.m.
Public Achievement Conference, Faculty House, 9 a.m.
Miniature Horse Sale, L.D. Brown
Agricultural Exposition Center, 9 a.m.
Logan County History Day, Kentucky
Museum, 9 a.m.
The Symphony String Contest, Music
Hall’s Choral Rehearsal Hall, 10 a.m.
Baseball vs. UALR, Nick Denes Field, 3 p.m.
Student Recital: Eric Bigler and Cate
Kilgore, Music Hall’s Choral Rehearsal Hall, Free admission, 7:30 p.m.
An Evening With Forensics: A Showcase, DUC Auditorium, 7:30 p.m.

Public Achievement Conference, Faculty House, 10 a.m.
SKTPA, L.D. Brown Agricultural Exposition Center, 10:30 a.m.
Baseball vs. UALR, Nick Denes Field, 1 p.m.
Performance: Baker Chamber Players,
Chandler Memorial Chapel, 3 p.m.
Student Recital: Daniel McKillip. Music Hall’s Choral Rehearsal Hall, Free
admission, 7:30 p.m.
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'Father of newgrass' to play SKyPAC
By CHRIS RUTLEDGE
news@wkuherald.com

Sam Bush doesn’t get to visit his hometown as often as he would like.
When he’s not touring with his band, he’s
playing with someone else, and when he
does get to visit, it’s often very brief. That’s
why the “father of newgrass” is so excited
about SKyPAC.
“It’s a great sign for the town,” Bush said.
“When I was growing up, there wasn’t a nice
large venue like this, and people would always just drive down to Nashville.”
Though Bush has lived in Nashville since
the ’80s, he said his roots run deep with
Bowling Green.
“I guess there’s a reason I never moved
any further away than I did,” he said. “I still
want to be close by.”
Bush hopes to take advantage of the fact

that he now has a venue in town that can accommodate him.
The mandolin legend will bring his
unique blend of music — dubbed newgrass
— to the performance hall at SKyPAC on
Friday at 7:30 p.m.
For those not familiar with newgrass,
Bush describes it as contemporary music
played on traditional bluegrass instruments.
“We cover everything from blues to reggae to rock,” he said.
Because of his busy schedule, Bush said
he appreciates it even more when people take
time out to come see his show.
“We just want people to come and be able
to forget about anything else they should be
doing,” he said.
Jan Zarr, programming director at SKyPAC, said he hopes fans will do just that.
“Mostly what we wanted to do in the inaugural season, with Sam being a legend in

2011-2012 CULTURAL ENHANCEMENT SERIES PRESENTS

Monday
April 9, 2012
7:30 pm
Van Meter Hall
Book
signing
to follow
lecture

Ntozake Shange, poet, novelist, playwright, and
performer, wrote the Broadway-produced and
Obie Award-winning For Colored Girls Who Have
Considered Suicide/When the Rainbow Is Enuf. She
has also written numerous works of fiction, including
Sassafras, Cypress and Indigo, Betsy Brown, and Liliane.
CO-SPONSORED BY THE GENDER & WOMEN’S STUDIES PROGRAM’S
CATHERINE COOGAN WARD VISITING PROFESSORSHIP

Seating is on a first-come, first-seated basis.
For more information, call 270-745-5204.
WKU STUDENTS: This event will be SWIPED into your
Student Engagement Activity Transcript or S.E.A.T.
All events are FREE and open to WKU students, faculty, staff, and the general public.

this area, was to highlight him,” Zarr said.
Zarr said there are plenty of tickets left,
and students who present their IDs can purchase discounted tickets at $15 apiece.
“That’s a great incentive, I think, to come
and see Sam,” Zarr said.
Local folk band Barren River Trio will
open the show, which Zarr said he’s also excited about.
SKyPAC will also feature the Lost River
Cavemen on Saturday night as part of its
“Music in the Studio” series.
Bush said he’s not as familiar with local
Bowling Green bands as he would like, but
he’s happy about the success of bands like
Cage The Elephant and Sleeper Agent.
“There’s always been great musicians in
and around Bowling Green,” he said. “It’s
their time to get out on the road and experience the whole thing.”
Mostly though, Bush is just happy to be

coming home.
“For me, it is a homecoming,” Bush said.
“It’s always a homecoming when I come
back to Bowling Green.”
Bush said he’s looking forward to seeing
friends and family and old high school classmates.
“It’s not just another show,” he said. “I go
through all kinds of positive, fun emotions
when I play there, and this one is going to
be special.”

If you go:
■ Who: Sam Bush
■ When: Friday at 7:30 p.m.
■ Where: SKyPAC Main Hall
■ How much: $22.50 for patrons,
$15 for students with an I.D.

BSA to host 'Hollywood
on the Hill' fashion show
By CHELA COUNTS
news@wkuherald.com

Those that attended last year’s
“Rip the Runway” in Garrett Conference Center may remember that the
models did not steal the show — a
bat did.
This year, Lawrence Norfleet,
president of Black Student Alliance,
promises audience members two
things.
“I can promise we will have a
different venue so there won’t be a
bat coming in this time, and a show
that’s riveting,” he said.
As BSA celebrates its 40th anniversary, it will be the organization’s
seventh year hosting the show. One
of BSA’s many missions on campus is to unite the black community
while also representing the black
student population to university administration.
Casey Hopson, a member serving
on the executive board of BSA, said
BSA has done many things in honor

of their big year.
“We’ve been having different forums all semester long and we spread
the word through word of mouth,
Facebook, Twitter and we specifically
made a Facebook page for the 40th,”
Hopson said.
Overall, Hopson said she thinks
this year’s show will be great.
“The models are very excited, and
when they are excited, they show
out their enthusiasm and that’s what
makes the show great…they are dedicated and also here to just have fun.”
But the dedication hasn’t just
come from the models. Senior coordinator Candice Adams has stayed
persistent in her efforts to make a
great show since the fall.
“We have been preparing for the
show since last September, October,” she said. “We had tryouts last
November and once we came back
from Christmas Break we began
practice February 7.”
Although Adams has had no previous experience in modeling or

fashion, this will be her second year
coordinating the event.
“Modeling is not what I do, but I
do like to organize things,” she said.
For every fashion show there
must be a theme, scenes, music and
fashion designers. This show will
have all of those, including a red carpet before the event.
“The theme for this year is ‘Hollywood on the Hill,’ and we wanted
to do something new so we knew we
had to have a red carpet,” Adams
said.
With eight scenes total, those in
attendance will be “wowed” by the
fashions seniors Jordan Pitney, Raemia Higgins, Cheryl Williamson,
Jantelle McNeil and junior Marquise
Scott designed.
Proceeds for this event will go to
BSA and breast cancer awareness.
Red carpet events will begin at 6
p.m. Friday in Downing University
Center with the auditorium doors
opening at 7 p.m. and the show starting at 7:30 p.m.
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Doc of physical therapy stumbles
By CAMERON KOCH

news@wkuherald.com

The doctor of physical therapy program has hit a roadblock in the past few
weeks, pushing the debut of the program
back to the summer of 2013 instead of
this fall.
Numerous levels of certification and
approval are needed to get the program
off the ground, something that didn’t
come together in time for the fall launch.
After approval by the Board of Regents in January, the physical therapy
program was submitted to the Council of
Postsecondary Education for the next step
of approval. The program is on the agenda of the April 20 CPE meeting, President
Gary Ransdell said.
The Southern Association of Colleges

and Schools also has to review and approve the new program. That process is
currently under way, Ransdell said.
Due to the unforeseen approval length
of both the CPE and SACS, WKU missed
The Commission on Accreditation in
Physical Therapy Education’s deadline
of March 1 to be reviewed for approval.
CAPTE approval is the final step in the
long accreditation process. The next
CAPTE review cycle will start on Dec. 1.
Ransdell revealed the news at the
Board of Regents committee meeting on
March 23 and expressed disappointment
that the schedule couldn’t come together.
“We had the letters from CPE and SACS
that said this will be approved, but they
(CAPTE) wouldn’t accept anything but
final approval,” Ransdell said. “It’s disappointing to not do the first class this fall.”

A letter sent to students who signed
up for the program in the fall states that
students will still have their applications
and application fee retained if they wish
to be in the applicant pool for the summer
of 2013.
Those who applied but no longer wish
to be in the program or don’t wish to wait
until 2013 must contact the physical therapy program by April 15 informing the
program of their decision.
Students will be allowed to retake
tests, update their transcripts and undergo
the interview process once again if they
wish.
Harvey Wallmann, director of the doctor of physical therapy, said he didn’t
blame students who can’t afford to wait
for WKU’s program to get off the ground.
“We had some pretty qualified ap-

Water
Wars

Vino’s seeks
permission
to sell alcohol
on Sundays
By NATALIE HAYDEN
news@wkuherald.com

Vino’s
restaurant
isn’t open on Sundays,
but it could be if a city
ordinance was changed
allowing it to sell alcohol on that day.
According to the ordinance, a restaurant
must seat 100 people
indoors in order to sell
alcohol on Sundays.
Vino’s, located at 1475
Kentucky St. right next
to the Valley, only seats
the mid-40s, said Blake
Leucht, who owns the
restaurant along with
partner Teresa Hilliard.
“I would understand
if it were a religious
thing, but it’s just the
little guys that can’t do
it,” he said. “What do
seats have to do with
anything?”
The ordinance is
based off a state law that
was changed years ago.
Leucht said many people didn’t know about
the change, himself included, until his father
and stepmother, restaurant owners in Owensboro, did research to
change their city’s rule.
“Owensboro
told
them to go ahead and do
it, even though the ink
wasn’t dry on the legislation,” he said. “They
knew it was stupid.”
Leucht said he contacted city commissioner Melinda Hill to try to
change Bowling Green’s
ordinance.
However, Hill said
that the ordinance is
made up of more items
than that specific rule.
“I’m not saying it’s
over, but we need to
decide as a commission

plicants that applied,” Wallmann said.
“Some of them, obviously they’ve been
accepted elsewhere, and I don’t blame
them.”
There is a silver lining to the delay
however, Wallmann said.
“We can actually sit down and flesh
out the program now,” Wallmann said. “It
allows us to look at other faculty members to bring in — that’s the silver lining.”
Wallmann and the other physical therapy program faculty member, Academic
Coordinator Kurt Neelly, will continue to
work on the program in addition to teaching exercise science classes. The program
is ready, but with another year to plan and
revise, it will be more than ready next
summer, Wallmann said.
“We’re going to hit the ground running.”

WKU students throw water balloons outside of McLean Hall during
the Sigma Nu Water Balloon Fight
Tuesday. All proceeds from ticket
sales for the water balloon fight will
go to St. Jude Children’s Research
Hospital.
DORTHY EDWARDS/HERALD

if we want to bring up
the whole ordinance,
because it’s a lot more
than just letting a restaurant sell alcohol on
Sundays,” she said.
Allowing
smaller
businesses to sell alcohol on Sundays has
many
advantages,
Leucht said. He projected that Vino’s would
make $50,000-$75,000
more annually if the ordinance was changed.
The change would
also be beneficial to the
city, Leucht said. Not
only would it create
more jobs, but a liquor
license for Sundays is
different than the liquor
license for the rest of the
week.
“Every
restaurant
would have to pay for
a new license, which
would benefit the city,”
Leucht said. “All the
extra revenue times the
restaurants would make
a pretty good-sized pot
for the city, tax revenuewise.”
Vino’s is closed on
Sundays in order to
prevent turning away
people who might want
to order beer with their
food, Leucht said.
Hill spoke with the
other
commissioners
about changing the ordinance when it was
first brought to her attention, but she hasn’t
spoken about it recently.
She said as of right now,
the three votes needed
to bring it back up just
aren’t there.
However, Leucht said
he wants to bring the issue to the floor of the
next city commission
meeting at 7 p.m. Tuesday to try to get a vote.

KD, Fiji to host philanthropy
events this weekend
By HAYLEY HILBERT
news@wkuherald.com

Members of WKU
Greek life plan on giving
back to the community this
weekend as Kappa Delta
sorority hosts its 10th annual Shamrock Shootout,
and Phi Gamma Delta (FIJI)
fraternity hosts its Bowling
Green Spring Luau.
KD’s Shamrock Shootout, a five-on-five basketball tournament consisting
of 60 teams, will take place
Saturday and Sunday at the
Preston Center. The event
begins at 9 a.m. Saturday

and 10 a.m. on Sunday.
All proceeds will go to
Family Enrichment Center in
Bowling Green and Prevent
Child Abuse America, said
Glasgow sophomore Taylor
Emberton, who serves as a
chair for the event.
Last year, the KDs raised
$25,000, but they’re hoping
to raise even more this year,
Emberton said.
Louisville
freshman
Elise Gibson is excited to
give back to the community
through the event.
“I think it’s important
because it is a great cause,”
Gibson said. “Being from a

very fortunate situation and
home myself, I want to give
back to kids who may not
have that.”
Emberton said anyone is
welcome and encouraged to
come watch the tournament,
even if they aren’t playing
on a team.
On the same note, FIJI is
branching out into the community with their Bowling
Green Spring Luau.
The luau will take place
at Bowling Green High
School on Saturday from
2 to 6 p.m. The event is
open to all and will include
inflatables, face painting,

an appearance by Big Red
and live music all day, said
Louisville freshman Kyle
Stewart, who serves as FIJI
philanthropy chair.
Stewart said proceeds
will go to Bowling Green
Independent School Family
Resource Center, which is
a branch of the city school
district that provides services to underprivileged
students.
“The organization helps
with things like sending students home with meals or
helping students pay band
or intramural sports fees,”
Stewart said.
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Lady Toppers sweep Samford after off-weekend
By HASANI GRAYSON
sports@wkuherald.com

Instead of using an off-weekend to relax,
the Lady Toppers took to the practice field
to work on the details of their game.
After beating Tennessee Tech at home
on March 13, WKU (21-12, 4-2 Sun Belt
Conference) now holds a 3-5 record in its
past eight games.
Head Coach Tyra Perry and her team
took advantage of a weekend where there
were no games scheduled. Perry put the
team through drills that she hoped would
help the team make adjustments to their attitude and approach.
“We did a lot of drills that we’ve done
before, but we made them a challenge
where they had to meet certain standards,”
Perry said.

Junior utility player Ciara Garcia said the
extra challenge came from having to compete against her teammates in practice.
“There were team drills, but we either
had to win them, or we lost, and we’d have
to run to the foul pole or something that
you don’t want to do,” Garcia said. “There
were a bunch of challenges that we had to
overcome in practice, and it showed on the
field.”
WKU responded well to the weekend of
practice, sweeping a doubleheader on Tuesday against Samford (8-25, 2-7).
The Lady Toppers won the first meeting
11-1 in a game that was ended after six innings due to the mercy rule.
The majority of the runs came in the
sixth inning when WKU put seven runs on
the board with five hits and the help of one
Samford error. WKU batted around in the

■ SPORTS BRIEF
Wientjes records first
career hole-in-one
Dawn Wientjes’ day on the
course got off to the best start
possible on Monday.
The junior golfer aced the
127-yard par-3 15th at the
Head’s Moss Creek Golf Club
in Hilton Head, S.C.
It was first hole-in-one in
the career of the Metropolis,
Ill., native, and it came on her
first hole of the day.
She said the ball flew off her
8-iron and bounced twice before landing in the hole.
“I hit it, and the first thing
my coach said was, ‘Well, that
was good,’” Wientjes said.
“Then it went in, and I was
kind of in shock.”
She went on to shoot a 78,
the lowest Lady Topper score
of the Low Country Intercolle-

COLUMN

CONTINUED FROM SPORTS

What if Rick Pitino’s underdog Cardinals were to
shock the basketball world
and beat John Calipari’s No. 1
Wildcats?
Well, campus may go from
WK-Blue to W-Stay-Home-U.
“If Louisville wins, God, I
will probably not go to school
the next day,” Evansville junior and unapologetic UK fan
Will Roberts said. “That would
be awful.”
In the midst of that Big
Blue apocalypse, Hodgenville
junior Drew Tucker will be
one of those in class with a
head held high.

FOOTBALL
CONTINUED FROM SPORTS

New era for WKU running backs
The departure of AllAmerican running back Bobby Rainey left a big hole in
the WKU depth chart. The
Toppers are planning to replace the WKU record-holder
with a group of running backs
who they hope can generate
similar statistics.
Head Coach Willie Taggart said it’s important for
the team’s younger running
backs to understand their role

sixth, with sophomore infielder Olivia Watkins batting twice.
In addition to getting an offensive performance where six different players got
RBIs, junior pitcher Mallorie Sulaski kept
the Lady Bulldog bats quiet for most of
the game. In six innings of work, Sulaski
gave up just two hits and one run while
striking out four.
“Mal has been doing a great job,” Perry said. “We’ve been easing her back into
things. She stayed in complete control
and made each pitch count.”
Perry said they’re still monitoring how
Sulaski’s arm feels and will keep a close
eye on how it’s feeling to determine if she
will pitch more innings as the season goes
on.
The second game yielded a 5-1 victory
for WKU, with most of the offense com-

ing from Garcia. The utility player went
3-for-4, hit two home runs and had four
RBIs.
Garcia said she wasn’t looking for any
pitch in particular and just wanted to stay
relaxed while putting a good swing on the
ball.
“I was just ready for anything that
came down, and anything that looked
good to me, I was ready to hit it,” she said.
Garcia said the wins were important
not just for their overall record but also
for the team’s mindset.
“We’re back to having a lot of fun
with each other again,” she said. “The fun
brings the wins, and the wins bring the
fun, so we just want to keep it going.”
WKU will take on Sun Belt opponent
North Texas in a three-game series this
Saturday and Sunday.

Out on a limb

giate tournament.
“Throughout the day, it was
kind of hard to concentrate
after that,” Wientjes said. “I
knew it was only going to go
uphill from there.
“After that, I wasn’t really
too mad about a missed shot or
anything. I think I had my luck
for the day.”
WKU went on to finish 12th at
the tournament, out of 15 teams.
The Lady Toppers return to
the course on April 6 and 7 for
the Eastern Kentucky Invitational in Richmond before the
Sun Belt Conference Championships from April 18-20 in
Muscle Shoals, Ala.
“The weather’s been getting better, obviously, so we’ve
been practicing a lot more,”
Wientjes said. “I think this year
can be a big year for us.”

Bowling Green
sophomore
Laramie Stone
ascends a tree
outside Thompson Complex
North Wing
during a recruiting demonstration Wednesday.
Recruiter/Coordinator Mark Noark
of the Davey Tree
research and
service company
hosted the event.
Noark visited
campus to show
students the work
opportunities
available with the
Davey company.
CHRISTIAN RANDOLPH/HERALD

— Brad Stephens
Tucker became a Cardinals
fan around the time Pitino
became head coach at U of L
in 2001 and has followed the
team ever since.
He said he’s had friendly
moments with Wildcat fans
while wearing Cardinal gear
this week, usually hearing “Go
Cats” or “Beat Louisville”
comments from UK supporters.
“They like to talk smack,”
Tucker said.
The UK-U of L rivalry is
complex, full of complicated
racial, political, socioeconomic and on-court dynamics.
Now, Saturday will mark
the team’s first-ever meeting
this far into the tournament.
Lexington and Louisville
are, of course, the rivalry’s
on the offense this season.
“We’re not asking them to
be Bobby Rainey. We want
them to be who they are and
help this football team,” he
said. “Those guys are starting
to understand that and they
take pride in that running
back position.”
Juniors Keshawn Simpson
and Antonio Andrews, along
with sophomore John Evans,
are expected to take most carries for WKU, though other
running backs are on the roster and practicing.
They have big shoes to
fill. Rainey left as a two-time
Sun Belt Conference rushing
champ and finished his time

centers of chaos.
That’s where the flipped
police cars, couch fires and
Bob Evans window-smashings
will likely occur on Saturday,
regardless of which team wins.
WKU, where many students
that grew as UK or U of L fans,
is still a rivalry battleground,
even if to a lesser degree.
Ronnie Ward, public information officer for the Bowling
Green Police Department, said
he doesn’t expect things to get
too out of hand in Bowling
Green for Saturday’s game,
which tips at 5:09 p.m. CST.
“You may get one or two
more DUIs. You may get one
or two more disturbances
where people just can’t get
along and start fighting,” Ward
at WKU as the all-time leader
in single-season and career
yardage.
Toppers moving
from yellow jersey

away

At a glance, no one at
spring practice has stood out
this season. That’s because no
one on the team is using the
yellow “non-contact” jersey
so far.
Rainey, along with tight
end Jack Doyle and wide receiver Marcus Vasquez, wore
the jersey during several
practices last season.
Taggart said no one on the
team is wearing the jersey

said. “I don’t anticipate them
turning cars over and lighting
them on fire. Hopefully not,
anyways.”
But you can still expect to
find WKU students huddled
around TVs at sports bars,
dorm lobbies, fraternity houses and everywhere else on Saturday, many rooting for either
UK or U of L.
As for the outcome, consensus
opinion seems to have the favorited Wildcats coming away with
the win.
WKU head men’s basketball coach Ray Harper picked
“the team that knocked us
out,” referencing UK.
“I think they’re the best
team out there,” Harper said.
Roberts said he also expects
right now because no one has
earned it.
He also said with the returning and incoming talent,
he doesn’t have to worry injuries or lack of death being
an issue.
“We’re getting away from
the yellow jersey, and again,
we’re building our football
team now,” Taggart said.
“We’re starting to get the
depth that we need, and we
don’t need the yellow jersey
anymore.
“When guys go down,
we’ve got somebody to replace them and keep going, so
we’re not concerned about injuries from that standpoint.”

a UK win, though he’s worried
Pitino could have a trick or
two ready for the Wildcats.
“I just think we’re going
to blow right through them,”
Roberts said. “But you know,
then again, Pitino could have
that squad ready because he is
a great coach.”
Meanwhile, Tucker said “he
hasn’t even thought” of picking the outcome.
“Obviously I want Louisville to win… but it’s hard to
even predict,” Tucker said.
Whoever wins on Saturday,
it should be a fun day in the
Commonwealth.
Just keep it classy, sit back
and enjoy what will hopefully
be some great college basketball.

When guys go
down, we’ve got
somebody to replace them and
keep going, so we’re
not concerned
about injuries from
that standpoint."
—WILLIE TAGGART
Head Football Coach

Voting starts Monday!
April 2

Vote for your favorites in and around
Bowling Green to enter for a chance
to win an iPad or WKU gear!
Vote online at wkuherald.com or by returning a paper ballot
to Student Publications by April 27.
College Heights Herald

@wkuherald

Must be WKU student, faculty or staff with valid 800 number to vote. Can only vote once.
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Croney provides support for WKU throwers
By CHELA COUNTS
sports@wkuherald.com

It’s easy to catch the
voice of junior thrower Houston Croney at
a WKU track and field
competition. He's the one
rooting for teammates
with just two words: “Oh
yeah!” — a phrase he
uses from MTV’s “Jersey
Shore.”
This Hopkinsville native took home this year’s
Sun Belt Conference title
in the weight throw with
a marking of 60-6.50 —
making for the second
all-Sun Belt honor of his
career. But things haven’t
always come easy for
Croney.
Entering into his freshman year, Croney first
stepped foot onto WKU’s
Ruter Track and Field
Complex as a walk-on.
Assistant coach Craig
Morehead said that he
earned his spot on the
team and grew because of
the experience.
“He was one of those
people you take on as
a walk-on because he’s
strong and fairly agile,
and he has a lot of hard
work,” Morehead said.
“That first year was a bit
of a struggle, but it’s go-

ing to be a struggle for
any freshman, whether
you’re a walk-on or on
scholarship.”
A graduate of Christian County High School,
Croney first began his
throwing career in ninth
grade. “In high-school,
I didn’t have a throwing
coach — we just went
out there and did our own
thing, and we clowned
around a lot,” he said.
“Coach Morehead is
dedicated because he puts
more than an average effort into his coaching…
He’s always there for us,
and he believes so much
in us. Because when I got
here, I had a tryout, and
he was like ‘We’re starting from scratch. Forget
everything you knew
about throwing,’ and he
has believed in me ever
since.”
Another believer in
Croney’s efforts is senior teammate and friend
Monteka Flowers. She
and Croney have known
one another since the start
of his career, and she said
that Croney is the same
funny guy off the field as
he is on it.
“He’s very laid-back
— all he wants to do is
enjoy life and have fun,”

SOCCER

CONTINUED FROM SPORTS

“I decided I wanted to play
because I love soccer,” Milburn
said. “I had a few people that
wanted to play, and anyone that
asked me, I was just like, ‘Sure,
come play,’ so we stuck this
team together.”
Within those two weeks, she
gathered 11 players and said
that, after winning the title, she
couldn’t be more proud of them.
“I think we did great,” she
said. “We stuck with it even

CHRISTIAN RANDOLPH/HERALD

Hopkinsville junior Houston Croney, a thrower on the track and field team, practices by throwing chain links at the Ruter
Track and Field Complex on Wednesday.

Flowers said. “He’s usually the one hyping everybody up, jumping
around getting everyone ready when we’re
lifting... He’s like the
team’s hype man, and he
motivates us to do better, because when we

though we were down in the
start and then came back, and
that’s all you can ask for.”
Her brother, Shane Milburn,
agreed to coach Emanon under
his sister’s request. He said the
team had come a long way from
the beginning of the season.
“We never expected them
to do this,” he said, “We expected them to just play and
have fun, but this is definitely
great too.
“They played the same way
every game — it’s just different
because they got to know each
other.”

hear those words — ‘Oh
yeah!’ — the team knows
it’s time to get ready.”
An exercise science
major, Croney plans to
stay in Bowling Green after graduation and work as
a personal trainer.
As the second oldest

As Emanon celebrated their
victory, the men’s championship match began between
Team Big Green and Team KSA
(Kingdom of Saudi Arabia).
After another tight game,
KSA took home a 2-1 win.
Each team scored a goal during the first half, but once again,
the forces between the goalposts
didn’t allow very much.
The second half was relatively calm, other than a couple of
close saves by the teams’ goalies.
With less than a minute
of play remaining in the second
half, KSA rushed to Big Green’s

sibling in a family of two
brothers and five sisters,
the ability to put a smile on
others’ faces comes from
who Croney surrounds
himself with.
“There are multiple
things that inspire me…
my parents and family,

territory and scored to win the
game and the title.
Big Green captain and Louisville sophomore David Mauser considered it a tough loss, but
he found some positive things
in their game play.
“We played good,” Mauser
said. “We dominated the second
half, but then our defense left.”
He also made a point to compliment KSA on their skill and
determination.
“They stepped to the ball before we did and finished it right
before the end of the game,”
Mauser said. “They had really

teammates and the kids
I work with at the Boys
& Girls Club, because
they are always asking
me how I do at meets and
what I do,” Croney said.
“Guess you could say I
kind of feed off of others
as well.”

good players and a really good
team.”
Saudi Arabian graduate student and KSA captain Hosam
Batarfi said he told his team before the game about the “key to
winning this game.”
“I told them to play as one
team, and if we can do that then
we can win,” Batarfi said.
Batarfi said this is the third
year KSA has entered the tournament, and he was glad to
have been victorious this year.
“We’re very happy right
now,” he said. “We’re all just
really happy.”

WKU set for last home series in three weeks
By KURT CARSON
sports@wkuherald.com

WKU (10-15, 2-4 Sun Belt)
will be looking for a big series
win this weekend as it hosts
Arkansas-Little Rock (15-10,
2-4).
The Toppers have played
every weekend series but one at
home at this point in the 2012
campaign.
However, after this weekend, WKU won’t have any
home-field advantage until
April 20.
Senior third baseman Casey
Dykes said he knows how big
a series victory would be heading into their nine-game road
trip.
“Everyone’s kind of beating
up each other so far in conference,” Dykes said. “Winning
the series would be big in getting some momentum going

RETURN

CONTINUED FROM SPORTS

Theokas was hired as director
of basketball operations in September 2010 and held the role
until recently.
“Can’t thank them enough for
their efforts and what they’ve
done for this program,” Harper
said. “They’re both not only
good coaches, but good human
beings. They’re going to move
on and do someone a great job.”
Harper not expecting any

into the middle of the conference season.”
With injured junior lefthander Tanner Perkins “probably a long time” from coming
back, Head Coach Matt Myers
said sophomore right-hander
Justin Hageman will take on an
even larger role.
“It’s huge,” Myers said. “He
has to take the role of being the
number one, where before, we
had two number ones coming
in to start the season. Justin’s
got Friday night stuff.”
Hageman comes in to the
weekend having pitched to a
4.96 ERA over his last three
starts and since Perkins went
down — considerably lower
than his overall season ERA of
6.75.
However, Myers said just
because Hageman will be stepping in to the No. 1 role doesn’t
mean he needs to change who

he is as a pitcher.
“It’s not so much on him —
he just needs to do what he can
do,” Myers said. “He doesn’t
need to be different than what
he is.”
Hageman said he holds true
to that same mindset whenever
he steps on the mound.
“It doesn’t really change
what I do. I just go out there
and throw the ball,” Hageman
said. “It doesn’t matter if it’s
on Friday, Saturday, Tuesday,
Sunday, Monday night — it’s
the same job.”
With injuries affecting the
pitching staff, Myers said one
thing that could help is a spark
in the offense.
The Toppers will especially
be in need of an increase in offensive production going up
against a Trojans team that is
fourth in the nation with an average of 8.6 runs per game.

“Some of the things that
help the pitching is trying to
get some more runs on the
board to try to take some pressure off some of those guys,”
Myers said. “It’d be sure nice
to give them some cushion and
insurance.”
Over the last two games, the
Toppers have accumulated 13
runs on 17 hits and seem to be
making a little more noise at
the plate.
Hageman said he has confidence that the lineup will continue its momentum and keep
things going this weekend.
“I think we’re going to come
out, and we’re going to catch
on fire real soon,” Hageman
said. “People are starting to hit
the ball. I think it’s all going to
come together.”
Myers has been mixing
things up lately to try and ignite the bats in his lineup such

as moving Dykes from the latter part of the batting order to
cleanup.
Dykes has posted a .333 batting average since the lineup
change.
“Coach has been trying to
change some things up just
to get everything going, and
I kind of like it, being in that
spot,” Dykes said. “Anywhere
where I have the opportunity to
help this offense get going, I’ll
take it.”
Dykes said the offense will
need to get going in order to
find success against a UALR
team he described as “scrappy.”
“They’ve been playing
well,” Dykes said. “We’re going to have to come out and
play our best ball every day and
win the series this weekend.”
The series begins Friday
with first pitch scheduled for 6
p.m. at Nick Denes Field.

transfers

Dickerson, a guy in Kevin Kaspar that I think had gone five
games without a turnover before
his injury, and Stephon Drane
with much length and I know a
hunger to be on the court,” Harper said. “I think all three of those
will add some fuel for us next
season.”
If the roster stays intact,
WKU will have one scholarship
available for next season.
Harper said he’s spent the
two weeks since WKU’s season
ended on March 15 on the road
recruiting.
“We just need to get some

good players,” he said. “We feel
like we got some really good
pieces returning. We’re young,
but they need some help, and it’s
our job to make sure we go fill
those needs.”

running in practice again, Harper said he’s expecting some vast
improvements.
“We finished strong and to be
able to finish in the NCAA tournament was quite an achievement, but we need to continue to
improve,” he said.
“Consistently playing in
March and postseason, to be a
team that can look to Selection
Sunday and expect to have our
names called — that’s got to be
a goal of this basketball team as
we move forward. It’s going to
be difficult, but I think it’s possible.”

All the members of the talented freshman class that helped
lead WKU to a Sun Belt Conference Tournament are expected to
return next season, Harper said.
He also said he’s excited
about the return of junior guard
Caden Dickerson, sophomore
forward Stephon Drane and
freshman guard Kevin Kaspar
— all three of which sat out significant time this past season due
to injuries.
“You return potentially your
best perimeter shooter in Caden

Harper talks program’s future
The players were given a
little time off from basketball-related activities once their season
ended, which Harper said was
important. He wanted to give
them some time to “be a college
student” and catch up in classes.
But once they hit the ground
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Wellman, Theokas
won’t return
next season
By COLE CLAYBOURN
sports@wkuherald.com

DOROTHY EDWARDS/HERALD

Freshman keeper Meaghan Dunn hugs senior Morgan King after their team, Emanon, wins the Intramural Women’s Soccer
Final Wednesday at the Preston Complex. Emanon beat Chaos after a series of penalty kicks.

Screaming

and

Kicking

Team Emanon, KSA prevail in Intramural Soccer championships
By CHRIS CHAMBERLAIN
news@wkuherald.com

Competition proved to be tense on
Wednesday during the intramural soccer
championships at the Preston Complex.
The women played first and Team
Emanon (“no name” backward) took down
Team Chaos to claim the women’s title.
Chaos came out strong and scored
within the first three minutes. Both teams
moved the ball up and down the field well,
but scoring was the problem.
The goalies from Chaos and Emanon
continued to hold their ground until
Emanon broke through and scored.
Tying the game with only a few minutes left in the half, Chaos raced downfield to score again, getting the lead before the sound of the halftime whistle.
Trailing 2-1 in the final minutes,

Emanon drove downfield and was given a
corner kick. The kick was at first deemed
a goal, but Chaos players erupted with anger and said the ball missed.
After further discussion by the referees, the first call withstood, tying the
game 2-2.
Emanon won a penalty kick shootout and the championship by saving two
kicks more than Chaos.
Mount Washington freshman and
Emanon captain Lynsey Milburn said she
was surprised at how far her team came
this season.
“We didn’t expect anything, and then
we come out with a championship,” Milburn said.
Milburn said the team didn’t come together until just before the season began.
SEE SOCCER, PAGE 9

The offseason is young for WKU, but
change is already occurring.
Head Coach Ray Harper on Wednesday said assistant coach Kip Wellman
and Andrew Theokas, director of basketball operations, will not return to WKU
next season.
Assistant
coaches
Lawrence Kip Wellman
Brenneman and Jake Morton will return
next year, Harper said.
Harper gave Wellman high praise
but said he wanted someone with a little
more experience next season.
“He’s too good to be in the position
he had been in prior to that,” Harper said.
“He needs to be at the Division I level on
Andrew
the road, and he will.”
Theokas
Wellman was promoted to assistant
coach after previous Head Coach Ken
McDonald was fired in January. He previously served
as director of player development and video coordinator.
SEE RETURN, PAGE 9

COLUMN

WKU another
UK-U of L
battleground
By BRAD STEPHENS
sports@wkuherald.com

You won’t need to watch the game on Saturday to
know who won.
All you’ll really need to do is walk into a classroom
on Monday and look around.
If you see a bunch of “Bow to the Brow,” “Can’t Wait
for 8” and “I Still Hate Laettner” shirts, then you’ll know
Kentucky beat Louisville on Saturday in the Final Four
in New Orleans and will be marching to the national
championship game on Monday.
You’ll see a satisfied Big Blue Nation, happy its big,
bad Wildcats dispatched “little brother” U of L on the
way to a preordained eighth national title.
But what if UK were to lose?
SEE COLUMN, PAGE 8

FOOTBALL

Toppers stable at quarterback
By LUCAS AULBACH

sports@wkuherald.com
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Freshman quarterback James Mauro yells to his offensive line during practice on Wednesday morning.

Senior quarterback Kawaun Jakes will start under
center when WKU takes the field this fall, but the Toppers have other options should something happen to
him.
Jakes will be backed up this season by several
younger prospects looking to take the helm in the future.
Sophomore Brandon Doughty was the only returning quarterback other than Jakes who saw playing
time under center last season. Doughty started against
Indiana State on September 17 but tore his anterior
cruciate ligament in WKU’s first offensive series.
Quarterbacks coach Nick Sheridan said Doughty
hasn’t fully recovered from the injury.
Jakes will also be backed up by redshirt freshman James Mauro, who didn’t play last season, and
sophomore DaMarcus Smith, a transfer from Central
Florida.

Happy Hour All Night For Ladies
LIVE ENTERTAINMENT NIGHTLY

Smith, a Rivals.com four-star recruit from Louisville Seneca High School has been practicing but has
yet to be cleared by the NCAA Eligibility Center to
compete in games.
Sheridan said the younger quarterbacks need to
improve before they can play this fall.
“Those guys are just young,” he said. “They kind
of need to understand what wins us games and what
loses games, taking care of the ball and that sort of
thing.
“We’re still working with them.”
New era for WKU running backs
The departure of All-American running back Bobby Rainey has left a big hole in the WKU depth chart.
The Toppers are planning to replace the WKU recordholder with a group of running backs who they hope
can generate similar statistics.

SEE FOOTBALL, PAGE 8
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